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What impact will lower oil prices have on the housing market? 
• Low oil prices will act as a headwind to the housing markets of oil producing states and dent the 

demand for high-end homes from foreign buyers. But set against that, the money households save 
on gas and other energy costs will allow them to spend more on housing. That provides support for 
our view that housing market activity and prices will rise steadily over the next couple of years. 

• What impact will the crash in oil prices in recent months have on the housing market? On the 
downside, the most direct impact will be on those states with a significant oil and gas industry, 
where a collapse in investment is already feeding through into a deteriorating economic backdrop. 
For example, six of the eight states we identify as being vulnerable to lower oil prices are in the 
bottom ten for personal income growth.  

• In those states, weaker labour markets and income growth will feed through to lower levels of 
activity and slower house price growth. Homes are already taking longer to sell in three of the most 
exposed states. That said, with the exception of North Dakota, the impact is unlikely to be large. In 
that state, a building boom that followed the shale revolution is quickly turning into a bust. 

• The impact of lower oil and equity prices will also hit the purchasing-power of very wealthy 
individuals. Combined with the strong dollar, that is likely to cut demand from foreign buyers, and 
lead to a slowdown in the very high-end of the market. 

• But over the medium-term, these negative factors are likely to be offset by the benefits of lower 
energy prices for households. The money they save on gas prices and other energy bills will help 
them save for a down payment, and give banks the confidence to increase the size of mortgages in 
relation to income. Lower gas prices will also give a boost to consumer confidence, which tends to 
support housing market activity.  

• Admittedly, given that housing is an illiquid asset, it is less exposed to the sudden shifts in buyer 
sentiment that can affect oil and equity markets. So the impact outside of states not directly exposed 
to oil is likely to take time to come through and be small. But, overall, low oil prices support our 
call that housing market activity and prices are set for further gains over the next couple of years. 
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The collapse in oil and gas prices is likely to have 
different effects on different segments of the US 
housing market. On the one hand, there are a 
handful of states where lower oil and gas prices 
will have an adverse short-term impact on local 
labour markets and confidence, with negative 
implications for housing. In addition, demand in 
some states might be dented by a dip in foreign 
buyer numbers. But in most states, the drop in 
energy prices should bring benefits in the form of a 
modest boost to household disposable incomes. 
This Focus takes a look at what the net impact of 
all this is likely to be.    
 
To be clear, we expect to see some recovery in oil 
prices over the next few years. That said, 
production has exceeded consumption for the past 
two years and, in the short term, oil prices may 
well drop further as a result of this supply-demand 
imbalance. However, fears of a further downturn 
in China should fade in the coming months and US 
oil output should fall as currently-operating shale 
wells are exhausted. That should allow oil prices to 
rise to $45pb at end-2016, $60pb by end-2017 
and $70 by end-2019. (See Chart 1.) 
 

CHART 1: OIL PRICES (BRENT, $PB) 

 
Sources – Thomson Datastream, Capital Economics 

 
While that implies that oil prices will more than 
double over the next four years, they will still finish 
2019 around a third below the average level seen 
from 2008 to 2014.  

Some states are vulnerable to lower prices 
Clearly, the relatively weak prospects for the price 
of fossil fuels is not good news for those states that 
produce oil and gas. Lower prices make some rigs 
unprofitable, and production is cut back as a 
result. Indeed, the number of active oil drilling rigs 
has declined 68% since mid-2014. (See Chart 2.)  

CHART 2: CRUDE OIL DRILLING RIGS & PRODUCTION 

 
Source – Thomson Datastream 

 

Production has remained high due to increased 
efficiency of existing wells. But that doesn’t help 
job numbers, and the slump in drilling translated 
into a $65bn, 45%, decline in mining structure 
investment over the first three quarters of last year.  

Identifying those states most exposed to the oil 
price decline is not an exact science. In terms of 
outright production, Texas is the clear outlier. (See 
Chart 3.)  

CHART 3: STATES’ SHARE OF US OIL AND NATURAL GAS 

PRODUCTION (2013, % OF BTU) 

 
Source – EIA 
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But the raw production data take no account of the 
differing populations in each state. Adjusted for 
population size the oil and gas sector in Wyoming 
is relatively important, as it is in New Mexico and 
Oklahoma. The fact Texas has the second largest 
population in the country dilutes the importance of 
oil and gas to its economy, as it does in 
Pennsylvania. (See Chart 4.) 

CHART 4: OIL AND NATURAL GAS PRODUCTION BY STATE 

(2013, MILLION BTU PER CAPITA) 

 
Sources – EIA, Census Bureau, Capital Economics 

 

Furthermore, it can be argued that those states that 
have seen the fastest growth in oil and gas output 
in recent years are most at risk from the drop in oil 
price. New wells tend to be more expensive to 
operate than older sites, and therefore the first to 
be cut back when prices fall. The shale states of 
West Virginia and North Dakota therefore look 
more vulnerable. (See Chart 5.) By contrast, the 
long-established oil fields in Alaska look less 
exposed.  

CHART 5: CHANGE IN OIL AND GAS PRODUCTION                   

(2010 – 2014, %) 

 
Source – EIA 

Taking all that into account, we think that the eight 
states with the most potential for a negative impact 
from low oil prices are Texas, N. Dakota, W. 
Virginia, Wyoming, Oklahoma, New Mexico, 
Pennsylvania and Louisiana. Within this grouping, 
North Dakota looks particularly vulnerable. 

Housing market will underperform in those states 
There is already evidence that the drop in oil 
prices is hurting these states. Admittedly, 
employment growth in Oklahoma is the third 
fastest in the country. But Texas, Wyoming, 
Louisiana and North Dakota all feature in the 
bottom 10 states for job creation. (See Chart 6.) 

CHART 6: EMPLOYMENT GROWTH (Q4 2015, % Y/Y) 

 
Source – Thomson Datastream 

 

Personal income growth has also been hit. Six of 
the eight states we identified as vulnerable to the 
oil price collapse are in the bottom 10 states for 
income growth, with incomes in North Dakota 
falling by more than 2% in the year to Q3 2015. 
(See Chart 7.) And while Texas and Pennsylvania 
avoid being in the bottom 10, they both have 
income growth which is below the national 
average.  
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CHART 7: PERSONAL INCOME GROWTH (Q3 2015, % Y/Y)) 

 
Source – Thomson Datastream 

 

It will take some time for this relative weakness in 
income growth to impact the housing market, and 
in most cases we are not expecting a significant 
deterioration in conditions. After all, incomes are 
still growing in nearly all states. 

But the impact of lower oil prices is likely to hit 
activity in the housing market first. Unfortunately, 
data on home sales are not broken down by state. 
But Zillow provides information on how long 
homes remain on the market. Compared to last 
year, this has fallen in most states. But North 
Dakota, Texas and West Virginia are among the 
eight states which have bucked the improving 
trend. (See Chart 8.)   

CHART 8: DAYS ON MARKET                                                     

(CHANGE SEP-NOV 14 TO SEP-NOV 15) 

 
Source – Zillow 

 

Conversely, data on building permits show there 
does not yet appear to be have been a consistent 
impact from lower oil prices on residential 

construction. Indeed, permits are above their long-
run average in North Dakota. (See Chart 9.) But 
that probably reflects a backlog of activity from the 
earlier surge in workers entering the state due to 
the shale boom, and we expect that 
outperformance will soon go into reverse.  

CHART 9: BUILDING PERMITS PER 1000 PEOPLE, DEVIATION 

FROM 1995-2015 AVERAGE (2015 Q4, %) 

 
Sources – Census Bureau, Capital Economics 

 

After all, homebuilders in North Dakota are now 
coming up against increased competition from the 
inventory of existing homes for sale – the 
December NAR Confidence Index report showed 
that seller traffic was weak in every state but North 
Dakota, where it was recorded as strong.  

There is also limited evidence to date that low oil 
prices have weighed on house prices. While 
Pennsylvanian and West Virginia are in the bottom 
10 states for house price growth in the year to 
2015 Q3, Texas is in the top 10. (See Chart 10.) 

CHART 10: FHFA HOUSE PRICE GROWTH (4-QTR AVG. TO 

Q3 2015, % Y/Y) 

 
Source – FHFA 
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Looking ahead, we would expect housing market 
states exposed to the oil downturn to underperform 
compared to the rest of the country. Indeed, our 
State Monitor – usually presented in our quarterly 
Housing Market Analyst – is a good guide to the 
short-to-medium outlook for housing markets.   
After ranking states according to their economic 
and housing market conditions, this shows four of 
the oil sensitive states are in the bottom six – North 
Dakota, Louisiana, New Mexico and Wyoming. 
Only Texas, at number 24, makes it into the top 
half of the table.  

Sowing the seeds for a widespread slowdown? 
It is worth bearing in mind how important the 
states we have identified are to the US economy as 
a whole. Taken together, the GDP of the eight 
accounted for 17% of total US output in 2014 – 
and just 8% if Texas is excluded. And in terms of 
the housing market, the group do not have a large 
influence on the national picture.  For example, in 
2015 the group accounted for 20% of housing 
permits issued. But again, exclude Texas and that 
figure drops to under 6%. 

That suggests that the direct, negative impact of 
lower oil prices on the US housing market as a 
whole will be fairly limited. That said, the negative 
effects are likely to manifest earlier than the more 
thinly spread benefits (discussed below). Therefore 
it is possible that the hit to sentiment in those few 
states will spread to the rest of the country – which 
could have a large impact given the significant role 
sentiment plays in the housing market.  

But we judge that risk is on the low side. After all, 
the above analysis shows that the dip in oil prices 
has already hit the economies of oil-producing 
states. But measures of confidence in the housing 
market – such as Fannie Mae’s Home Purchase 
Sentiment Indicator – have more-or-less held their 
ground over the past few months.  

High-end market may also take a hit  
Outside of the states relatively dependent on the 
oil industry, it is also possible that the prime 
residential market could be negatively affected by 

the drop in oil prices, as well as the falls in equity 
prices which have accompanied oil’s slide. 

High-end homes in prime locations attract a lot of 
wealthy foreign buyers. But the collapse in the oil 
price will have hit some of these buyers’ wealth, 
and therefore their willingness and ability to pay 
for the most expensive homes.  

Unfortunately, there is limited data on movements 
of prime home prices in the US. However, 
evidence from the UK shows that falls in oil and 
global equity prices tend to be associated with 
weaker house price growth in the most expensive 
sub-markets. (See UK Housing Market Update, 
“How will prime central London perform in 
2016?”, 22nd Jan. 16).   

Foreign buyers are not spread evenly across the 
country. Indeed, data from NAR show that in 2015 
21% of foreign sales were in Florida and 16% in 
California. Apart from Texas, which accounted for 
8% of sales, the other states vulnerable to lower oil 
and gas prices accounted for less than 2% of 
foreign sales. So there is limited danger of housing 
markets in the oil producing states from being hit 
by a double-whammy of a depressed local 
economy and withdrawal of foreign buyers. 

But impact for rest of country should be positive 
Given that housing is a relatively illiquid asset, it is 
less exposed to the sudden shifts in buyer 
sentiment that can affect oil and equity markets. 
That suggests the impact on housing markets not 
directly exposed to the oil industry will take some 
time to come through, and be relatively small. 

That said, the drop in the oil price should be a 
positive for the housing market. The US as a whole 
is an oil importer, so lower oil prices should 
provide an overall economic stimulus in the 
medium to long term, despite the collapse in 
investment in oil production. 

Furthermore, the reason oil prices have crashed is 
due to a surge in supply – including from US shale 
– and a drop in demand from China. It does not 
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reflect a collapse in demand in the US, and the US 
economy has a small direct exposure to China. 

The most direct benefit to the economy comes 
from lower energy prices for American consumers, 
and in particular gas prices. Indeed, households’ 
nominal spending on gasoline has fallen by 
$115bn annualised since mid-2014. To date, it 
looks as though they have saved the whole of that 
windfall – personal saving has increased by 
$120bn over the same period. (See Chart 11.) 

CHART 11: CUMULATIVE CHANGE IN GASOLINE 

CONSUMPTION & HOUSEHOLD SAVING SINCE MID-14 ($BN) 

 
Source – Thomson Datastream 

 

By saving the proceeds from lower gas prices, 
Americans are not helping economic growth. (See 
US Economics Update, “Will lower oil prices ever 
become a net positive?”, 11th Jan. 16). But those 
savings have the potential to give a boost to the 
housing market both by improving mortgage 
affordability, thus helping to underpin the gradual 
easing in lending standards, and by making it a 
little easier for households to amass a down 
payment. 

Admittedly, the impact is unlikely to be large. With 
around 124m households in the US, the extra 
saving generated by the drop in gas prices so far is 
about $1,000 per household. Meanwhile, the latest 
data from Ellie Mae shows that in January closed 
loans had an average down payment of 20%. 
Given an average starter home price of around 
$175,000, that will not make a huge dent in an 

average down payment of $35,000. But it will help 
at the margins. 

Less directly, lower gas prices act to boost 
consumer confidence. And when households are 
more confident, they tend to buy more homes. (See 
Chart 12.) Admittedly, the turmoil in the financial 
markets that has accompanied the drop in the oil 
price has acted to depress sentiment. The 
Conference Board measure has dropped by 5.5% 
over the year to January.  

CHART 12: CONSUMER CONFIDENCE AND TOTAL HOME SALES  

 
Sources – Census Bureau, NAR, Conference Board 

 

But we expect equity markets will recover, while 
low gas prices will continue. Accordingly, while a 
lack of inventory will act as a break on existing 
home sales, lower oil prices support our call for a 
strong rise in new home sales this year and next.  

Past evidence on oil prices and housing  
It is hard to identify the impact of past collapses in 
the oil price on the housing market, as there are 
always many other factors in play. But, while far 
from a tight relationship, slowing or falling oil 
prices have tended to be associated with an 
increase in home sales. (See Chart 13.)  A clear 
exception is the financial crisis, which triggered a 
fall in both oil prices and homes sales.  However 
the bigger picture is that, at the national level, the 
widespread boost to incomes from lower oil and 
gas prices, tends to more than offset any adverse 
impact in the most oil-dependent states.  
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CHART 13: OIL PRICES AND TOTAL HOME SALES (% Y/Y) 

 
Sources – Thomson Datastream, Census Bureau, NAR 

 

The relationship between oil prices and house 
prices is even less direct – given that house prices 
are set from the interplay of housing demand and 
supply. But everything else equal, the rise in 
demand due to lower oil prices should allow for 
some rise in house prices. That supports our view 
that house prices will rise by a steady 4% y/y both 
this year and next, even with our above-consensus 
view for interest rate hikes.  

Conclusions 
The fall in oil prices has the potential to impact the 
housing market. But with some states set to lose 
out, while others benefit, the overall impact is 
unlikely to be large. That said, unless households 
simply save all the income freed up by lower 
gasoline prices, on balance, the housing market 
stands to benefit from lower oil prices.  
 
But in our view, the effects of this will not be large 
enough to merit a forecast revision.  Nevertheless, 
lower energy prices do support our current above-
consensus view that – outside of North Dakota – 
both housing market activity and prices are set to 
grow steadily over the next couple of years. 
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